
$$ Crash Warning by Parker at PositionSizing  with Terry's link notes

Terry's Notes:
See Parker's Nov 22 2010 Link  http://position-sizing.blogspot.com/2010/11/crash-warning.html

See also zerohedge.com for many other interesting comments including insider selling reports.

See also Wall Street Journal On The Systemic Threat Posed By Quants | zero hedge  i.e.
http://www.zerohedge.com/article/wall-street-journal-systemic-threat-posed-quants

Parkers Blog Post is reproduced  below for future TTO archive reference

HSKAX is a market neutral quant hedge fund from JP Morgan.  It's one of the few such funds that the public 
can track, and therefore it serves to represent an entire industry.  Since JP Morgan is part of the Federal 
Reserve complex, it's not a bad representative.

The market neutral quant funds are at the top of the liquidity food chain.  With their high frequency trading 
model, they more they trade, the more money they make.  When HSKAX starts to lose money, it's a sign that 
liquidity is drying from the market.  The less the market neutral quants are supplying the volume, the more the 
volume is supplied by the position players. 

That's a dangerous situation for investors.  It can lead to huge bid-ask spreads, failed trades, flash crashes, etc.  

ZeroHedge has written several articles about price declines in HSKAX being predictive of market corrections 
or crashes. I learned about HSKAX from ZeroHedge, and studied the patterns.  Here's what I found:
 
When HSKAX first breaks to a fresh 2+ month low in price, the market has a good probability of a  correction 
or a crash starting within the next 0 to 5 days.   

This signal has worked 6 times since January 2006 (August 2010 not shown).  It has given three false positives 
(December 2006, August 2009, September 2010).  No signal was given on  two 7+% down moves (May 2006, 
May 2008).  The signal was late on a down move once (February 2009).

Here are the charts.  HSKAX is in black.  The S&P is in red.  When the blue horizontal 2+ month support line 
is violated, a blue vertical line marks the date.  Focus on what the the red S&P line does after the blue 
horizontal line.
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All of which brings me to today's action in HSKAX, where we broke to fresh 34 month lows!

Consider yourself warned.
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